GEARBOX BUILD
Most of Motion Industries’ Distribution Centers house a shop with Gearbox Assembly capabilities. The physical proximity is a natural because of the vast DC inventory.

Mi’s Build Centers:
- Provide normally faster delivery than manufacturer deliveries (same-day, next-day, etc. depending on what the customer needs); and our Centers offer 24/7 emergency availability. Mi’s rush/breakdown service is second-to-none
- Maintain inventory; making it possible to offer multiple styles and sizes of gearboxes at a faster turnaround
- Offer even better customer service through the advantage of the Mi Build Center/Branch relationship
- Handle factory warranties in-house. Gearboxes assembled in Mi Build Centers are backed by factory warranty
- May provide cost-efficient freight charges if shipped to the branch with other goods
- Provide standard gearboxes assembled in several arrangements, and standard accessories, resulting in the optimum solution for each application
- Are Factory-Authorized Build Centers. Our employees have the training and are experienced in building gearboxes to exacting factory specifications

GEARBOX REPAIR
Many of Motion Industries’ Repair Shops offer the Gearbox Repair capability, with a wide range of lines repaired.

Mi’s Repair Centers:
- Ensure a quick turnaround, especially for rush repairs—Mi’s 24/7 emergency breakdown service is second-to-none
- In most cases, take only a fraction of the time and cost to repair, when compared to buying new
- Assure repairs are performed by knowledgeable, experienced factory-trained employees with gold-level bearing installation certification
- Provide value-add services at no extra cost to the customer, such as full immersion compound cleaning and painting the interior with rust-proofing paint; many others cannot and do not provide this extra step of care!
- Have crane capabilities of 20,000 lbs.-60,000 lbs. (depending on the location), enabling them to perform repairs on very large gearboxes or very small gearboxes
- Can provide Clean Room servicing of gearboxes if required
- Are geographically located to provide the optimum in customer service
- Work closely with our Branches to ensure the best quality and service for our customers